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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

The BRAZILIAN JOURNAL OF LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES, published by the University of São Paulo, is receiving new submissions. Authors can submit papers and book reviews proposals that will be published in the issues 46 December in 2023.

Note: The BJLAS accepts Interviews, Master Conferences transcripts and academic-scientific writings that will be approved by the Editorial Committee.

BJLAS’S SCOPE

The BJLAS publishes articles on Latin American & Caribbean subjects. As such, the proposals should include themes of regional impact or manuscripts comparing two or more countries. Manuscripts must significantly contribute to scientific knowledge advancement in topics related to the region, and for this reason, authors must be researchers at postgraduating(ed) level.

Submissions can be in English, Spanish, and/or Portuguese.

PAPERS | BOOK REVIEWS

Papers within BJLAS scope must be submitted through the Journal website: http://www.revistas.usp.br/prolam. The texts, including Conference transcripts and Interviews, must have between fifteen to seventeen pages included bibliographical references.

Book Reviews of recently edited books or Latin American classics are accepted. Reviews must have between three to six pages and must be submitted through the Journal website: http://www.revistas.usp.br/prolam.
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requirements

Submissions must be original and unpublished. BJLAS does not accept: papers already published in conferences proceedings, and in other journals. BJLAS will accept preprint-published articles according to the journal’s requirements.

Authors must have the ORCID identifier.

The papers must have between fifteen to seventeen pages formatted in accordance with the ABNT system. It must be typed in Times New Roman 12-point font, 1.5 line spacing, left and top margins of 3 cm, and right and bottom margins of 2 cm.

Papers will be reviewed through the peer review (double-blind peer review) system.

Following the Open Science guidelines, from 2022 onward BJLAS can:

a) Offer to reviewers the option of directly communicate with the authors with or without being identified; and/or
b) Offer the option on having the articles’ reviews published with the article itself with or without identifying the respective reviewers.

Authors of approved articles will not be paid. BJLAS does not charge any publication fees. The authors maintain the copyright and grant the journal the right to first publication, with the work simultaneously licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution License (CC BY-NC 4.0) that allows sharing the publication acknowledging its authorship and referencing the original publication on the BJLAS.

Note: BJLAS can at any time and without notice modify its submission requirements as well as its publishing processes.